
Memes round 2! 

Yes, we cat!



Database

Now it's your turn, students!

Step 1
• You need to find the best comparative- or superlative- related meme on the web (to your taste, that is!). Share it on the 

database adding the info as if you were going to post it on our shared IG @gimmeamemeub21.
• Field 1: Image
• Field 2: Caption (text accompanying the image, original by you)
• Field 3: Hashtags related to the meme
• Field 4: Grammatical explanation of the meme

You will find that some comparative- /superlative- related memes compare events rather than use comparative or superlative 
forms. They are also acceptable as long as you can explain them in terms of comparison. This is similar, in a way, to what 
happened, for instance, with the 'the + comparative, the + comparative' structure.

You do this in groups, but only one member of the group will upload your work on the database. 



Choice

Step 2
Once you have posted your group meme, you will choose the one you consider the best of them all, in 
terms of:
• visual impact of the image
• caption (text below the image)
• hashtags accompanying the image
• grammatical explanation
Cast your vote on the choice for the best class meme! The one that you find the wittiest, the 
most amusing globally, considering the aspects above. Again, you cannot vote your group's 
meme but, perhaps, the second best, if you consider yours is the best one.
This vote is individual. 



Database

Step 3

• You must comment individually below the corresponding database entry justifying your 
choice of the wittiest meme. To do so, you must go to “View single entry”. This comment is
individual. 

Remember, to express reason, we use:

because / due to the fact that / as / since + clause

because of / due to + noun phrase



Database

Step 4
The meme with the highest number of votes will compete with the 
other classes in the game in a different choice. Yours will not be the 
only vote. The teachers will choose the meme that shows the best 
quality of the three finalists in terms of:

• relevance of the caption in relation to the image 
• adequacy of the hashtags
• thoroughness in the grammatical explanation
• accuracy



Go fight!

Yes, we cat!
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